June 30, 2010
It has been almost 1 year since we contacted Todd Albert Homes to design and build a master
suite addition onto the lower level of our two story home in Charbonneau / Wilsonville, OR.
The addition consists of a large master bedroom, large walk-in closet, walk-in shower and double
vanity bathroom area.
We had extensive tile work in the bathroom/shower/closet areas and hardwood floors in the
master bedroom area along with many windows and a door to the outside patio area.
The main and original concern before starting this project was that the roofline would not reflect
an add-on look as many other additions have in our neighborhood. If you drive by the house
now either from the street behind the house or from the front you will see that our goal was
accomplished. The house looks like it was built this was upon original construction 20 years
ago.
The project went smoothly from all aspects beginning with excavation. The subs that were used
by the contractor, (roofing, plumbing, tile, and staining hardwoods) were timely and did great
work. All subs that were around our home were clean, polite and quick. The builder was in
constant contact with them and us daily, as he is a hands’ on contractor completing the building,
hardwood floor laying and window setting himself with his small but efficient crew. This
contractor also has a painting company that did all of the painting as well as some others areas in
our home at the same time. Again clean, quick and professional.
This project was done to provide a space for my mother, and all workers were courteous of her
and her disabilities. The project came in on time and with the suggestions I was given also came
in under budget.
We now have an area that is not only functional but truly a beautiful space to show off and an
added extreme value to our existing home should we ever decide to leave it.
We would gladly call upon this contractor for any other projects we might undertake in
remodeling the remainder of our home. This contractor has our permission to give out our name
and number for any further questions regarding any aspect of my project.
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